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Getting Started is Often the Hardest Part
Growing an email list takes time and like everything if you 
want to see results you have to make the move and get 
started. Yes it will be painfully slow at the beginning, but 
every new email address is another potential customer for 
life.  

Remember your email list is your own. It’s not affected by al-
gorithm changes, you don’t have to pay to boost your email 
delivery and you can talk freely about whatever you like, 
email is not heavily censored and restricted like the majority 
of social media platforms are.  

A large email list of active prospective clients becomes a form of security for your business, these are people you can 
remarket too with seasonal offers and VIP incentives.  

Think about your own personal inbox, how many times do you respond to offers and incentives that pop into your 
email? Like many people, I purchase on a regular basis from my favourite companies, just think of how many other peo-
ple respond to the same offers I do. In the past month alone, I’ve purchased from House of Fraser, My Protein, Ralph 
Lauren, and The Sunday Times Wine Club, all orders I would not have placed if I hadn’t been marketed to with a special 
offer.  

Email works, its powerful, but it needs to be done correctly. Above all you need to commit and make a start.
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Give Your Email ONE Purpose
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Jeff’s Top Tip - Remember the key to a great special offer is to limit their  frequency. If you are sending weekly emails look at creating a “1 in 10” approach to your direct offer 
marketing, which is just over once a quarter, allowing extra emails for Christmas or peak seasons. The majority of your content, the other 9 emails out of every 10, should 
be relationship building.

Don’t confuse, don’t give a mixed message. Keep it clear and simple.  

Your email should have just one purpose, don’t bombard your clients with lots of different offers or a mixture of content 
topics, keep the focus of your email to just one single message or theme.  

You’re in this for the long haul, you’ll have plenty more future emails to communicate with your potential clients, so 
don’t confuse them with multiple offers.In addition, by focusing on just one purpose for the emails you write it makes 
the creation of each email much easier. 

If you are going to market to your list with a special VIP offer, remember it should be special, it should be limited in both 
number and timeframe. Don’t overdo the special offer emails, they will lose their impact if you have a special never to 
be repeated offer every week. Try keeping offer emails to just one or two every season or quarter, then use the rest of 
your messaging to build trust  by offering helpful, inspirational content and advice. 

Just a few ideas for potential email themes could be:

A limited seasonal offer: Spring portraits, winter wedding packages
New product range offer: Showcase a new line with an introductory offer 
Share a clients story: Their journey complete with a glowing testimonial
Regular top tip style emails: How to have a stress free wedding morning, etc
News style email post: Company developments, behind the scenes, new projects
We are proud emails: Winning an award, photographing your 100th wedding etc
Check out my latest blog email:  A summary of a new blog or YouTube video release
Local network email: Sharing a local business or vendor recommendation 
A date for the diary email: Up and coming wedding fayres, instore photo session etc
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Text versus Template
Do you go for a text only style email or use a template, which is best?  

Well unfortunately there is no definitive answer, both formats have their advantages.  

With a text email it becomes more personal like a one on one conversation. The email takes on the form and layout of 
that which you may receive from a friend. Another advantage with text emails is they have a very high delivery rate, 
because there are no images, HTML, flashing buttons etc, they are less likely to get flagged as spam, or fail to load or 
open fully in poor Wi-Fi service areas.  

Template emails are easier to scan, and lets face it most people scan instead of 
reading when it comes to receiving an email from a business or company. The more 
visually appealing you can make your email the more chances you have to grab 
someone’s attention and create that Call to Action. 

For my own emails I use a hybrid type format, using a very basic template branded 
with my logo and Call to Action Buttons, but written and laid out like a text based 
email. 

Whenever we are about to make a major purchase, try something new or have a 
problem to solve, we often head to the internet to begin our search. At this point of 
our journey, we are NOT looking to purchase, we are looking for advice, direction, 
and guidance, this is where your blog can become a fantastic resource for potential 
clients. 

To find engaging content, you need to put yourself in your clients shoes and start to imagine what they are searching 
for, what questions are forming in their minds, how can you help them make the right decision about a future purchase 
and understand what better serves their needs.  
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Whether you are using a template or text based format, keep your content short and concise, make every word count 
and remove the fluff.  

Spacing is essential, your message has got to be easy on the eye. Anything that looks too long and hard to read will most 
likely go unread by the receiver.  

Keep your paragraphs short, no more than 2 or 3 lines. Add line down returns to separate bodies of text, using plenty 
of white space. Choose a font that is easy to read, and reflects your brand. Your font should ideally be what is known 
as a web-safe font. These are also known as standard fonts or cross-platform fonts, basically fonts that are recognized 
globally across all devices and by email providers. For this reason, they can also be referred to as “email-safe fonts.” 

Font families that fall into web-safe fonts are the likes of:

Keep it Short, Well-Spaced 
and Conversational

Georgia
Palatino
Verdana
Trebuchet MS 

Jeff’s Top Tip - Try using a mix of 2 fonts, one font family for your body text and another for your main and subheadings. Once you’ve decided on these fonts stick to them 
in every email you send. You can also use bold and italics through your body text to highlight key areas as well as using emojis, but DON’T overdo it, keep it easy on the eye. 
Less is definitely more when it comes to email marketing. 

Arial 
Times New Roman 
Tahoma 
Arial Black 
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Have a Clear Call to Action
At the start of crafting your email you must have a clear Call 
to Action in mind. When your receiver opens your email 
what would you like them to do?  

This could be as simple as reading a fantastic customer tes-
timonial at the end of the email, after you have told a short 
story about your client’s photo experience with you think 
“who, what, where, when and why” when writing a story 
style email. 

Other Call to Actions could be asking your reader to take the next step by clicking on a link to take them to a landing 
page for your VIP or seasonal offer. Alternative Call to Actions could be to encourage the reader to watch a video on 
your YouTube channel, open a PDF brochure, download your latest top tips guide, or listen to a podcast you recommend 
or have appeared on.  

By having a clear Call to Action this helps craft your email, giving it a purpose and also involving your reader a little bit 
more in the experience. Remember the majority of your emails should be to inspire, help, motivate and build relation-
ships, so special offers or a sales Call to Action should be limited in their use. Don’t constantly bombard your subscribers 
with offers as this reduces the effectiveness of a special offer and can often come across as desperate for business. 
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Always Include an Opt-Out 

The wording below is taken directly from the UK Government website.

In many countries the UK included GDPR is law. Even though the UK has left the European Union the General Data 
Protection Regulation is still in force as domestic law. 

If in doubt of what to include you can check the regulations on your own government website relating to email data 
protection. However, in short whether it is law or not in your country you should give your reader the option to be re-
moved from your subscriber list. 

Most email automation software will by default include and Opt-Out or Unsubscribe button on every email you send.

You’re only allowed to send marketing emails to 
individual customers if they’ve given you permission.
 
Emails or text messages must clearly indicate:

Who you are
What you’re selling something
What the promotions are, and any conditions
Every marketing email you send must give the person 
the ability to opt out of (or ‘unsubscribe from’) further 
emails
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Make the Subject Line Count
Getting your email delivered is one thing, but making sure 
they are actually opened and read is another hurdle in it-
self. Many email marketers state that your email title in 
the subject line is the most important factor in ensuring 
your emails are at the very least opened by the receiver. 

The subject line is the most read copy of any email, it’s 
your first chance to grab a reader’s attention. Your subject 
line needs special care with regards to the words and tone 
of voice you use. 

Jeff’s Top Tip -  Pay attention to your preview text, this is the text directly below your subject line that appears in your subscribers inbox. Preview text that creates desire, 
excites, interests, or causes curiosity can dramatically increase email open rates. Preview text character limit can vary massively depending on the receivers email provider 
and the type of device used to receive the email. The average tends to be around 75 to 100 characters.  Preview text can also be used to give a summary of your email con-
tent, i.e., 7 Simple Steps to Creating AWESOME Pet Portraits. Feel free to add emojis to bring a bit of colour and make your preview text standout.  

Don’t use too many words, around 6 - 10 words or 30 – 50 characters including spaces.
Try using emojis in your subject to make your headline stand out, but only one or two.
Try personalising with the receivers name, this can be done with automation software. 
Experiment with using an AI driven subject line tester, there are many free tools available on the web. 
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Choose Your Frequency and Be Consistent
A common question is how often should you send out emails? Well that very much depends on your audience, you 
don’t want to be sending emails just for the sake of it. For example, if you run photography training classes then it might 
be very helpful and well received by your audience if you send out a weekly top tip or link to a training video.  

However, if you run a portrait studio and you keep sending out emails that are purely about what you’ve been up to in 
the studio that week, do your subscribers really care?  

I personally send my top tips email every week, but if you think your content might be more interesting and inspiration-
al, plus easier to keep up the consistency on a fortnightly or monthly basis, then go for that.  
A portrait studio may just want to keep front of mind with subscribers, it’s not like customers are requiring portraits 
every week, so in this case a monthly email may just be enough.  

Another technique is to separate your list, have a monthly email for existing clients to keep the relationship going. Then 
create a weekly or fortnightly email to potential clients, because potential clients need that little bit extra attention. 
They are in the “deciding to buy phase” and if you leave it too long between emails they may actually go elsewhere. 
Once they have been for their shoot and you have wowed them with your charm, first class service and awesome im-
ages, then you can move them over to your existing client list just to keep the relationship ticking over. If you’ve made 
a fantastic first impression they’ll be loyal and comeback to you.

Jeff’s Top Tip -  Above all be consistent. If you decide on once a fortnight stick to it, as with everything in business and marketing consistency is key. If you commit to keeping 
up a regular email marketing campaign then your subscriber list will grow, and you’ll start converting a lot more subscribers into paying customers. Whatever your frequency 
stick to it and make it an unbreakable habit.  
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Maximise Open Rates, Send 
at Peak Times

To maximise your email open rate it’s a good idea to sched-
ule your emails to be sent at peak open rate times. Business 
days out perform weekends, with early mornings tending to 
have higher open rates than emails sent during the working 
day. 

Another recommendation is to pick a day of the week and 
stick to it. It could be every Monday or every other Friday 
for example. I send my emails on a Friday, firstly because 
I’ve found that they have a fairly high open rate on a Fri-
day morning. Secondly, because by sending my email at the 
end of the week I can give a short summary of tips and ad-
vice along with links to any webinars or podcasts that I have 
appeared on over the week and my subscribers may have 
missed. 

Jeff’s Top Tip - IMPORTANT: Think about this, can a reader of your blog get a great understanding of your entire blog just from reading your subheadings and looking at 
the images without taking in the body text? If not go back and add more subheadings and relevant images. As a rough guide look at having a subheading every 200 to 500 
words. 

I also use my Friday emails to promote my once or twice monthly blog posts. I give a short summary of the main con-
tent with a link to the blog itself as the call to action for these emails. Remember that your email should have just one 
message, one purpose and a singular Call to Action, as to not confuse or overwhelm the reader.


